CONTACT INFORMATION
Phone: 0039 3516895106
Location: Working worldwide
Mail: camillafantinati@gmail.com
LinkedIn: Camilla Fantinati
Instagram: @camillafantinati

PERSONAL PROFILE
Experienced
photographer/videographer and editor
for wildlife conservation NGOs and as a
freelancer, highly skilled in Premiere
Pro and Photoshop and with good
command of other editing programs.
Capable in creating fluent storytelling
both for fiction and documentary, with
a preference for the latter, as it allows to
incorporate knowledge of wildlife
conservation and it facilitates
education regarding globally relevant
topics.
Able to handle multiple projects while
always making sure
to be in alignment with clients needs.

CONSERVATION
Rescate Wildlife Centre (formerly
Zooave)
Enrihcment and rehabilitation
assistant
CONICET Instituto de Biologia
Subtropical
Avian Ecology Phd assistant
RSPB
Avian ecology researcher
Greater Mahale Ecosystem
Research and Conservation
Researcher/ drone operator
Chinese Academy of Science
Avian ecology assistant
My Green World
Fact checker

CAMILLA FANTINATI
Videographer . Photographer . Producer . Editor
Drone Pilot . Conservationist

WORK EXPERIENCE
PlantPop
Commissioned filmmaker:
Researcher, Co-Producer, Director, Camera, Editor, Photographer
2021-present
Worked with producers to create short documentaries that matched the creative style of
the company
Simultaneously handled multiple projects with different scripts
Found, filmed, prepared and interviewed subjects in line with the company artistic style
Produced, directed, filmed, edited and exported finalized short films

Curcumart
Director, Producer, Camera, Editor
2021
Collaborated with the company to create a custom made video for each set of
products, celebrating the natural ingredients involved in their preparation
Independently wrote, filmed, edited and exported finalized videos and short films

Rescate Wildlife Centre (formerly Zooave)
Photographer, Videographer and Editor
2019-2020
Worked one on one with clients to create final products that matched what they
envisioned
Simultaneously handled multiple projects with different scripts, targeted audiences,
broadcasting platforms and filming styles
Wrote, filmed, edited and exported finalized videos and short films

‘Stained soil’
Film Writer, Director, DoP and Editor
Wrote, filmed and edited docu-fiction
Managed location scouting, budget and shooting schedule
Worked with multiple cameras and film gear

2018-2020

‘Il Teatrino di Silvano’ Gusto Fragola Produzioni
DoP and Editor
2017-2018
Worked with theatre actors, sound engineers, light technicians to create a TV mini-series
Improved abilities with Panasonic video equipment and Zhiyun gimbals
Collaborated with clients to match their stylistic vision
Adapted clients requests to achieve a final product suitable for television broadcast

Babou Juice
Product & Event Photographer
Created and lit food and juices compositions
Captured process of juice preparation and
menu/juices display
Captured manager-customers interactions

2017

PROFESSIONAL SKILLS
Time management
Video/Photo Editing Softwares
Color grading
Directing cast&crew
Directing interviews
Raising funds through crowdfunding campaigns

LANGUAGES
Native: Italian
Fluent: English, Spanish
Intermediate: French

‘I tip my hat’
Film Writer, Director, Co-Producer and Editor
Wrote, filmed, edited and exported finalized film
Managed location scouting, casting, storyboard,
directing and editing
Worked in close contact with music composers and
voice artists
Managed film-festival submissions
Managed crowd-funding campaign

‘Michele’
Film Creator and Editor
Wrote and directed interviews
Managed location scouting and shooting timetable
Supervised lighting and sound
Edited and color graded short documentary

2016-2017

2015

EDUCATION

WEBSITE & PORTFOLIO
https://www.camillafantinati. com/

John Moores Liverpool University
Wildlife Conservation & Drone Applications MSc

2018-2019

University of Canberra/ Holmesglen institute of TAFE
Bachelor of Screen Production
Individual Award: Certificate of Achievement

2014-2017

Università Popolare di Torino
Photography

2013-2014

